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Abstract - Cloud storage provides the storage space 
based on the pay-as-you-go model. Number of users 
tremendously  increases the size of data with more 
number of duplicate copies of identical data. To reduce 
the amount of storage space data deduplication 
technique is used. Data deduplication is the data 
compression technique for eliminating the duplicate 
copy of  same data. To protect the confidentiality of 
sensitive data, convergent encryption technique is used 
and secure proof of ownership(PoW)  is used to block 
unauthorized access of the data. Data  are encrypted 
with a convergent key , which is derived from the content 
of the data copy to obtain the same ciphertext using the 
cryptographic hash function. After  data encryption, 
users  sends the ciphertext to the cloud. To provide 
higher level of confidentiality and security, key 
management technique is used to manage the 
convergent keys using cryptographic hash function and 
sends it to  the cloud. 
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1.INTRODUCTION  
 
Cloud storage  provides cost effective resource usage as a 
service to users. Every user has  large  amount of data  to  
store it  in a  secured storage  area.  To make data 
management scalable in cloud storage  data deduplication 
technique is used. Data deduplication  is the process is 
identifying duplicate data stored in the cloud, it will reduce 
the cost and maximize the storage space to the user. 
Deduplication can take place in file-level and block-level. 
Data  deduplication  brings a lot of  benefits. Security  and  
privacy concerns arise as users sensitive data are outsourced  
to cloud storage. In traditional encryption, data 
confidentiality and security  is incompatible with data 
deduplication. Specifically, traditional encryption  requires 
different users to encrypt their data with their own keys. 
Thus, same data copies of different users will lead to 
different ciphertexts, it makes  deduplication  impossible. To 

provide secure deduplication[6], convergent encryption  has 
been proposed to achieve data confidentiality. It 
encrypts/decrypts a data copy with a convergent key, which 
is derived from the data using the cryptographic hash 
functions to obtain the same ciphertext. To prevent 
unauthorized access to the data secure proof of ownership 
protocol[3] is used to prove that user owns the same data 
and  Differential authorization duplicate check  is used to 
allow only a authorized user to check duplicates of data that 
is for each user set of privileges is issued during the system 
initialization. This paper will work to provide higher level of 
confidentiality and security, along with authorized 
duplication system, key management technique is used  
manage the convergent keys using the cryptographic hash 
function. 

 

2. RELATED WORK 
 
Jan Stanek_, Alessandro Sorniottiy, Elli Androulakiy, and 
Lukas Kencl proposed a secure data deduplication scheme for 
cloud storage[1], encryption scheme that guarantees 
semantic security for unpopular data and provides weaker 
security to unpopular data and better storage and bandwidth 
benefits for popular data, so that data deduplication can be 
applied for the (less sensitive) popular data. Jin Li, Yan Kit Li, 
Xiaofeng Chen, Patrick P.C. Lee, and Wenjing Lou presents 
hybrid cloud approach for secure authorized 
deduplication[2], to protect the confidentiality of sensitive 
data with deduplication, the convergent encryption technique 
is used  to encrypt the data before outsourcing and 
authorized duplicate check is  proposed to allow only 
authorized user to check duplicate of data. Shai Halevi, Danny 
Harnik, Benny Pinkas, Alexandra Shulman-Peleg, proposed 
proofs of ownership in remote storage systems[3], proof of 
ownership is proposed to overcome the attack that user 
knows the hash signature of file without having full file it 
convince the storage service that it owns the file and 
download the  entire file. Mihir Bellare Sriram Keelveedhi 
Thomas Ristenpart proposed dupless: server-aided 
encryption for deduplicated storage[4], In DupLESS, clients 
encrypt under message-based keys obtained from a key-
server via an oblivious PRF protocol. It enables clients to 
store encrypted data with an existing service, have the 
service perform deduplication on their behalf, and yet 
achieves strong confidentiality guarantees. 
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3. PRELIMINARIES 
 
In this section we define some  primitives used in 
secure deduplication. 

3.1 Data Deduplication 
 

Data deduplication[3] is the process of identifying 
duplicate data stored in the cloud, it will reduce the cost and 
maximize the storage space to the user. Deduplicate with 
compression technique is one of the major technology 
involved in the process. Data compression is the major 
process to redundant with binary level data. Data 
deduplication process finds duplicate data and avoid it form 
the storage space. Byte level deduplication process ensures 
better result in this process. It provides more accuracy and 
high performance to the users. On other hand deduplication 
process, where the server stores a single copy of each and 
every data, many user will access the same file. 

 

Fig -1: Deduplication 

3.2 Traditional Encryption 
 

In Traditional encryption users use their own key(k) to 
encrypt/decrypt there data, which leads to different 
ciphertext. 

 KeyGenTM(x) == k is the key generated from the key 
generation algorithm using the secret parameter x. 

 EncTM(k,F) == C is the ciphertext generated from the 
data M and key k using the traditional encryption 
algorithm. 

 DecTM(k,C) == F is the original data generated from 
the ciphertext C and key k using the traditional 
decryption algorithm. 

 
 

3.3 Convergent Encryption 
 

Convergent  encryption algorithm is also called content 
hash keying. It encrypts/decrypts the data with convergent 
key K derived from the content of the data to obtain the 
same ciphertext and tag is additional hash signature derived  
to check the duplicate copies of same data which is different 
from convergent key. It gives secure duplicate check, if user 
need to upload a file first they need to send the tag derived 
from the data and check the duplicate. If no duplicate found 
file is uploaded otherwise no need to upload file. Convergent 
encryption algorithm defines following four primitives. 

 
 KeyGenCE(F) == K is the convergent key which is 

derived from the data copy using the key generation 
algorithm. 

 EncCE(K,F) == C is the ciphertext derived from 
traditional encryption algorithm using convergent 
key K and data F. 

 DecCE(K,C) == F is the original data derived from 
decryption algorithm using  convergent key k and 
data F. 

 TagGen(F) == T(F) is the tag used to check the 
duplicate data copies derived from data F using tag 
generation algorithm. 
 

 
Fig -2: Convergent Encryption 

 

3.4 Proof of Ownership 
 

Proof of ownership(PoW)[3] is used  to prove the 
ownership of the data to the storage-cloud service provider. 
It is an interactive algorithm. cloud storage provider derives 
the tag value Φ(F) from the data already stored in cloud and 
the user need to send the tag value Φ' derived from data are 
verified Φ'= Φ(F) to proof the ownership of data. 
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3.5 Authorized Duplicate Check 
 

Authorized users  use their individual secret key to query 
the public cloud to perform the duplicate check directly and 
tells if duplicate is found or not, with the help file token 
provided by  private cloud storage for certain file and the 
privileges that user owned. 

 

4. SYSTEM MODEL  
 
Secure deduplication with authorized duplicate check 
system is achieved using the hybrid cloud storage with  
convergent key management. This system consisted of four 
modules those are, tag generation, key generation, 
encrypting/decrypting using convergent encryption 
technique and key management. 

 
Table -1: Notations used in paper 
 

Acronym Description 

PoW Proof of Ownership 

P,P' Privileges set of a users 

P' Privileges set of a file 

H,H0,H1 Cryptographic hash function 

Φ(F) Token of a file 

Kp Privilege key 

 

 
Fig -3: Architecture of Secure deduplication 

 

4.1 Tag Generation 
 

Hybrid cloud storage provides the advanced 
deduplication system, to support authorized duplicate check. 

Each file is associated with some file tokens, which denote 
the tag with specified privilege p of user.   To check duplicate 
of file, user  first  computes and  send tag  TagGen(F,kp),( 
where kp is the secret key bounded with privilege p) as the 
request to the private cloud storage. The private cloud 
storage verifies the  tag and returns the file token 
corresponding to the privilege of the user to perform 
duplicate check of the file in public cloud storage. 

 

4.2 Key Generation 
 

Key generation algorithm is used to generate the 
convergent  key. The convergent key K=KeyGenCE(F) are 
derived from the file using cryptographic hash functions for  
encrypting and decrypting the file to obtain the same 
ciphertext to make the deduplication feasible. 

 
4.3 Encrypting/Decrypting using Convergent 
Encryption Technique 
 

In secure deduplication, confidentiality is achieved using 
convergent encryption technique. Suppose user with the 
privilege p' wants to share file F' to the users with  set of 
privilege P'. User first need to compute the tag 
Φ(F)=TagGen(F',kP')  for the file F' with privilege P'. After the 
verify from the private cloud duplicate check of file is 
performed. If duplicate is found then proof of ownership is 
need to be proved. If proof is passed then the pointer for the  
file is assigned to the users with the privilege P'. If no 
duplicate is found then file is encrypted C=EncCE=(KF',F') 
using the convergent key KF'=KeyGenCE(F') and the 
ciphertext C along with tag Φ(F'). 

 

4.4 Key Management 
 

The above solution of authorized duplicate check 
primarily subject to brute-force attacks launched by public 
cloud storage. It regain the files falling into known set. 
Confidentiality and security is possible only for the 
unpredictable file. To provide higher level of confidentiality, 
security in duplicate check and to avoid deterministic key 
generation, the key are managed with the help of private 
cloud storage with secret key(privilege key) Kp. The manage 
convergent key KF,p= H0(H(F),Kp)⨁H(F). H0,H,H2 are the 
cryptographic hash functions. 

 

5. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT  
 
Secure deduplication with authorized duplicate check system 
is implemented with four modules as separate java programs. 
First the system begin with the user login to enter into 
modules  to perform  the process. Tag generation  program is 
used to generate  the tag to send the request the private cloud 
storage for computation of file  token to check duplicate. Key 
generation program is to  compute the convergent key from 
the content of data to obtain same ciphertext. 
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Encrypting/decrypting using convergent encryption program 
form encrypting and decrypting data store it in public could 
storage. Key management program is for manage keys in the 
cloud storage using hash functions. The following functions 
shows the operation performed in the proposed system. 

 Tag(File) == It computes the hash value of the file as 
tag using SHA-1 
 

 TokenReq(Tag,UserID) == It request the private 
cloud storage to compute the file token for the 
specified file tag and userID. 
 

 TokenGen(Tag,UserID) == It generates the token for 
the specified privileges of user using HMAC-SHA-1. 
 

 ShareTokenGen(Tag,{Priv.}) == It generates the 
share token with corresponding privilege of the 
privilege sets using HMAC-SHA-1.   
 

 DupCheckReq(FileToken) == It request the public 
cloud storage for duplicate check of file using the 
file token. 
 

 DupCheck(Token) == It check the duplicate file and 
maps it in the public cloud storage. 
 

 FileEnc(File) == It encrypts the file using the 
convergent encryption algorithm with AES-256 in 
cipher block chaining. Where the convergent key for 
encryption is derived from the file using SHA-1. 
 

 FileUploadReq(FileID,File,Token) == If no duplicate 
is found.It upload the file  to public cloud storage 
with file token. and update the file token. 
 

 FileStore(FileID,File,Token) == It stores the file on 
the storage.  

  

Chart -1: Difference in Deduplication ratio 
 

 
Chart -2: Comparing duplicate File with storage space  
 

 
Chart -3: Time breakdown for accessing  stored files  
 

 
Chart -4: Time breakdown for different number of stored 
files 
 
 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 In this paper, secure deduplication with authorized 
duplicate check system is implemented using the hybrid 
cloud architecture. Duplicate check is allowed only if the 
user is authorized with the file token. After the duplicate is 
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found, proof of ownership protocol is need to prove 
ownership of file by the user and the convergent keys are 
managed and stored in the cloud using the cryptographic 
hash function with the privilege keys. This system 
demonstrates  that the files which falls into the known 
cannot determined. This scheme provides secure 
deduplication with confidentiality and security. 
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